
Hi,

Please find below some additional comments:

- #3657 I think one should add here one sentence about run2 for heavy ion.
This sentence can be added after "even higher.". 
Andrea I do not think it is tricky to mention that LHC can deliver in one run 1 nb^-1, 
which represent a 10 fold factor with respect HI in run1. 
I propose something like: "The main objective of heavy ion program during the Run2 
(LHC data taking between LS1 and LS2) will be to collect about a factor 10 more 
statistics Pb-Pb collisions with respect to Run1 and to study a unknown energy 
regime at 5 TeV."

- #3660 "The interaction rate after LS2  in Pb-Pb collisions is foreseen to be ..."

- #3662 Is it possible to add a sentence about the interest to collect HI data after 
LS3?

- #3670 I would propose to add one sentence summarizing the ALICE upgrade 
program: 
"The main ALICE detector upgrade is foreseen during LS2. The ALICE upgrade 
includes the upgrade of the read-out electronics to collect data at 50 kHz Pb-Pb 
collisions rate with no dead-time, upgrade of the tracking system and the upgrade of 
the on-line and off-line computing system."

- #3673 "nuclear" ==> "heavy ion"

- #3676 is it possible to add a summary sentence for the ATLAS and CMS 
upgrades?

- #3678 Perhaps one should add a sentence about SMOG here. It is a fixed target 
study but it is the same (LHCb) detector.

- #3679 I think you have to add one sentence about the interest of Run2 for ALICE, 
as an intermediate step for collecting 1 nb^-1, which represents more than 10 times 
the integrated luminosity during Run1.

- #3686 One will have to add here the O2 TDR reference. It will be available in the 
following weeks.

-#3687 #3688 "y" ==> "\eta"

- #3723 "During LS1, ATLAS saw the installation ..."

- #3728 "...during LS3..."  remove (LHC LS3)

- #3731 "During LS2, ATLAS ..."

- #3744-3745 It should be mentioned if this sentence applies to HI as well.



- #3746, could the CMS part be formulated using the previous notation of LS1, LS2 
and LS3?

- #3758 "will be" ==> "have been"?

- #3761 "the LS3 CMS upgrades [770] include ..."

- #3776 "Run14". Could you provide the year of Run14 at RHIC?

- #3785 A PHENIX paragraph is missing to describe the PHENIX program during the 
period 2015-2020.

- #3809 What is the expected date for these STAR upgrades?

- #3809 Not clear what do you mean by "long term" here.

- #3841 what about NICA project?

- #3849 remove "Generalities"

- #3854 "A beam of 7 TeV protons ..."

-#3855 I do not think that one can state here "never explored thus far". 
I think the most important motivation is the system versatility and the higher 
luminosity.
I propose "in a range where few systems have been studied at a limited luminosity. 
With the ..."

- #3872 remove "(and performs very well in this mode)"

- #3865-3874 It seems that the main interest of SMOG is to analyse data from Run1. 
I think few sentence shuold be added to explain the SMOG program during Run2 
and Run3.

- #3884 No clear what do you mean by the statement "Finally ..." QGP". Could you 
be more clear and add a reference?


